
Ashoka Europe Fellowship Program
The co-learning and co-creation community of 

Europe’s leading changemakers .

In a nutshell: The Ashoka Europe Fellowship Program is
a co-learning and co-creation community  to leverage
Ashoka's local and global experience, resources and
networks in order to advance social entrepreneurship
and changemaking for the good of all - across the
continent.

The goal: We are working towards a world where
everyone can be a changemaker and we want to
empower social innovators in Europe to thrive and be
impactful (system) change leaders.

"The program helped me realize at what stage our project is and how to face system
change through collaboration with other change leaders." 

- Ashoka Fellow, Participant 2019

Find out more Sign up for our 
newsletter

Reach out to us

Why you should participate?

You are committed to advance the social entrepreneurship
movement for system change, regardless of the role you play in
the ecosystem of change.  

Who can participate?
Ashoka Fellows, Ashoka Support Network Members, Ashoka
Young Changemakers, Ashoka Staff, Partners of Ashoka, Change
Leaders in Education - also open to other interested change
leaders and key players in the social entrepreneurship ecosystem,
media, business and academia in Europe. 

CO-LEARNING  
The Ashoka Europe Fellowship

Program enables a pan-
European co-learning space
where Ashoka’s community

comes together to learn about
the cutting-edge topics in social

entrepreneurship and
changemaking through online

webinars, courses and
workshops. 

ECOSYSTEM  
Social entrepreneurs in Europe

need pan-European
infrastructures of support. We

want to inspire new
multistakeholder initiatives for the

burning needs of the social
entrepreneurship sector in Europe.

We offer resources, gatherings 
and workshops.

COLLECTIVE IMPACT  
We enable spaces for Ashoka's
community to co-create pan-

European initiatives that address
Europe's most pressing challenges

by hosting labs to develop new
collaborations and collective

impact initiatives.We offer
resources, gatherings and

workshops.

https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/
https://www.tfaforms.com/4778751
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/


SYSTEMS CHANGE

CHANGEMAKER
FINANCE

REPLICATION &
TRANSFER

CHANGEMAKING
LEADERSHIP

MEASURING
FRAMECHANGE

Find out more! Sign up for our 
newsletter

Reach out to us

Our modules in 2021- 2022 

CO-LEARNING

Get inspired! Click on the boxes to
find more information!

ECOSYSTEM COLLECTIVE IMPACT

CO-CREATION LAB

MULTI- STAKEHOLDER
COLLABORATION

FUNDING
SYSTEMS CHANGE

DEMOCRACY & TECH

WELLBEING LAB

SUPPORTING
SYSTEM CHANGERS

REPLICATION
AND TRANSFER

REFRAMING
INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

BIODIVERSITY

ELDERS COUNCIL

"More confidence in my
posture to speak, measure and

fund our system change
journey . It has changed my
mind completely on how to

boost change inside my
organization ."

 
PARTICIPANT OF 

SYSTEM CHANGE MODULE , 2020

https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/systems-change
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/changemaker-finance
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/wellbeing
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/co-learning
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/multi-stakeholder-collaboration
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/government-alliance
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/replication-transfer
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/funding-systems-change
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/supporting-system-changers
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/replication-and-transfer
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/future-democracy-europe
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/reframinginternationaldevelopment
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/biodiversity
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/cross-sector-collaboration
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/changemaking-leadership
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/cross-sector-collaboration
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/measuring-framechange
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/story/elders-council
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/
https://www.tfaforms.com/4778751
https://fellowship-europe.ashoka.org/

